question
Who is the author of 'Alien in my
Pocket'?
What disease did Zack McGee think he
might have?
What quiz did Zack McGee fall asleep
during?
What did both Zack's parents do for a
living?
What grade was Zack McGee in?
Who was Zack's best friend?
What could Olivia do from her room to
Zacks'?
What did Zack McGee think Amp's
spaceship was, at first when he saw it
in the sky?
What three wishes did Zack make on
Amp's spaceship when he thought it
was a shooting star?
What did Amp's space ship look like?
What did Amp look like?
What planet was Amp from?
What was Amp's job?
What laws did Amp refer to when he
told Zack he was his prisoner?
What kind of animal did Amp sound
What did it feel like when Amp shot
Zack in the nose with his remote
control?
What did Amp's hands look like?
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Nate Ball
Narcolepsy - falling asleep suddenly,
in the middle of doing something
His first science quiz of the new
school year

cover

scientists
fourth
Olivia
Fire a marshmallow with her
marshmallow bazooka and hit him in
the face

4

A shooting star
1) Fionally make the travel baseball
team 2) get better grades, 3) avoid
detention
a shiny, metal football with little
wings near one of the points
A little blue person
Erde
He was a scout
The laws of Interplanetary
Domination
A furious squirrel
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Static electricity
a thumb and two chubby fingers
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What kind of animal did Amp feel like?
What did Amp do to Zack's finger?
Which of Zack's brother's toys did he
trip over when he ran out of his
bedroom?
How did Zack use his brother's robot
to get to the back door of his house at
night?
What kind of barbecue did the
McGee's have?
What did the McGee's barbecue crash
into when Zack tripped over it?
What was the McGee's dog's name?
What was the McGee's cat's name?
How did Zack feel about cats?
What was the only thing Amp wore?

a hamster
He bit it

13

A robot

17

He used its headlights

17

An old fashioned charcoal burning one

18

The bird bath
Smokey
Jinxy
He didn't like them.
A belt with compartments
They were an advanced civilization
and could regulate their body
Why didn't Erdians need clothing?
temperature without clothes
Humans are warm blooded and have
What council note did Amp write about constant body temperature, but
humans wearing clothing?
insist on wearing clothes.
Who was the Erde Council?
The planet Erde's supreme leaders
What had Amp and the other Erdians
planned on doing to Earth?
Invading it
Why did Amp decide that invading
Earth would not work?
The humans were too big
Why did Amp have to hurry and get
back to Erde?
To call off the attack on Eaeth
What did Amp need Zack's help doing
so he could return to Erde?
Fixing his space ship
Why was it so cold in Zack's bedroom? He forgot to close his window
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What pictures did Zack have on his
underwear?
What did Olivia call underwear?
How could Olivia see into Zack's
bedroom?
What did she think Amp was when she
first saw him?
What was Zack's little brother's
What did Taylor invent that he used on
his Pop-Tart?
What did Taylor see Zack doing on his
science book?
What kind of juice did Zack drink at
breakfast?
What would happen if adults found out
about Amp?
How old was Zack?
Who was Miss Sturney?
What did Max Myers do in sports?
What baseball position did Zack play?
What did Max Myers call Zack instread
of 'McGee'?
What grade was Taylor in?
What did Max Myers tell Zack he had
to call him?
What did Max say about the back seat
of the bus?
What did Max suddenly say on the bus
to Zack?
What did Max try to give to Zack on
the bus?
What did Max smell on the bus?

baseballs, bats, and gloves
unmentionables
With a periscope she made last
summer
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A smurf
Taylor

33

an electric fork

40

sleeping and droolng

40

mango-orange-pineapple
Take him away and do experiments on
him in a secret lab
ten
The school secretary
Pitcher for the travel baseball team
catcher

40

McGeek
first

46

Mr. Max

46

He got it all to himself
I love you like a brother. I want you
to be my BFF!
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his lunch money -- two dollars
roses

46
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What did Max yell when he was on his
hands and knees on the bus?
Why wouldn't Amp tell Zack what a
ploog was?
How old was Amp?
Why did Amp laugh about the poster of
the periodic table in the science lab?
How many elements have Earthlings
identified?
How have humans organized the
elements?
What always scared Amp at Zack's
school?
What was the name of Reed School's
principal?

Scratch!!

47

He said he wasn't old enough
412 years old
It was missing over half of the
elements

50

118 elements

52

By atomic number

52

The bell

52

Principal Luntz
The ratio of mass to volume - a
What is density?
measurement of compactness.
Send a pulse - an impulse - that made
them do something. He controlled
What could Amp do to human's brains? them for a few seconds.
A strong, sudden urge to do
What is an impulse?
something
What did Amp make Zack taste when
he demonstrated his mind control
sour milk
What two things did Amp need to get
from Zack's school to fix his
strong magnets and tungsten
What is tungsten's atomic number?
74
How many protons are in the nucleus
What is atomic number?
of an element
What letter is in the box on the
periodic table for tungsten?
W
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What are the characteristics of
tungsten?
Which of Earth's elements has the
highest melting point?
What was Zack's Rule #1?
What did Amp make Zack's social
studies teacher, Miss Martin, smell?
What chapter was Zack's class reading
in social studies?
What did Miss Martin say about Zack in
front of the class?
What did Emioly Binkbarton say about
Zack?
How did Davey Swope say Zack's face
made him feel?
What did Lexie Evans say she wanted
to do?
What was Zack's uncle's name?
What can it mean when someone is
'blue'?
What is somnambulism?
What was Principal Luntz's first name?
What did Principal Luntz ask Miss
Sturney for?
Who did Olivia say she was going to call
if Zack didn't tell her what was going
on?
What fell on top of Olivia in the supply
closet?

A very dense metal, extremely high
melting point (the 2nd highest of the
elements)

55

carbon
If you ever have an alien, do not bring
it to school.

55

vanilla

60

seventeen
He was the school;s most handsome
young man

60

He's as cute as peaches

61

safe and relaxed

61

Run her fingers through Zack's hair
Herb

61

60

61

68

They feel sad
sleep walking
Bob

68

A banana split with sprinkles on top

82

The FBI

84

toilet paper

87

79
82

What movie about an alien invasion did
Olivia watch with her grandpa?
How did the aliens in War of the
Worlds die?
What was Olivia afraid Amp may have
brought to Earth with him?

War of the Worlds

88

From bacteria

89

germs, viruses, or mold
microorganisms - small living things that can make humans sick

89

How did Amp define 'germs'?
At what time did Amp say he needed to
get back to Erde?
4:40 PM
What part of Amp's spaceship needed
to be replaced?
The launch system
What did Amp need to activate once he
got his spaceship away from Earth?
The secondary thrusters
To make his voyage through space
less dangerous - to protect him from
Why did Amp want the tungsten?
the heat
What did Amp ask Zack and Olivia
about their hands?
What they did with the extra fingers
Who was Mr. Hoog?
The school custodian
What elements were the strong magnet
Amp wanted made from?
neodymium, iron, and boron
How big were the neodymium magnets
in the school science lab?
As big as Amp's hand
For how long did Amp need to borrow
one neodymium magnet?
20 minutes
What was the plastic tub labeled that magnets, batteries, marbles, &
held the neodymium magnets?
dominoes
The robot club (including Taylor,
Who had a party in the science lab?
Zack's brother)
What did Olivia get covered with in the
science lab?
grape soda
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Who was Skip?
What type of rocket did Olivia and
Zack base their launcher design?
What ran along the back of the school,
outside the fence?
What does 'propulsion' mean?
What is 'gravity'?
What did Amp want someone to take
care of at home in case he didn't make
it back to Erde?
What did Zack and Olivia use to pump
air into the bottle for the launcher?
Zack knew that science was all about
______ and _______.
What did Olivia use to pound down
stakes into the grass to build a launch
pad?
What did Zack make from an old
shoebox?
Where did Zack find a brick for the
launch pad?
How full did Zack and Olivia fill the
bottle to launch Amp's rocket?
What did Zack use to protect his face
during the launch?
How far away on the grass did Amp's
ship land after the first launch?
Why did Amp have more time to get
back to Erde than he originally

The skeleton in the science lab
The booster rocket for the space
shuttle

102

A dry creek
Creating enough force to cause
movement
The Earth force that holds things to
the ground

107

Water his plants at home

111

A basketball pump

113

trial and error

116

a croquet mallet

120

cardboard fins for the rocket

120

Near his mom's rose bushes

121

one third

121

a snorkeling mask
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50 feet
A day on Earth is much shorter than
a day on Erde

127

107

111

111
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How many days did Amp really have to
get back to Erde?
Why did Taylor think the world was
upside down?
What was Zack's mom afraid of him
bringing into the house?
What size bottle do you need to launch
a bottle rocket?
What do you have to stick into a
stopper to launch a bottle?

119 days
Zack knew something the rest of the
family didn't know?

129

anything radioactive

135

2 liters

137

an inflation needle (hollow)

137

133

